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D/code is India's leading 

luxury lifestyle show from The 

Times Group. Now in its sixth 

edition, the two-day design-centric 

expo aims to redefine the way we 

experience the luxe life. An initiative of 

Home & Design TRENDS magazine, D/ 

code is a platform for the best architectural 

and design talent to be showcased under one 

roof. It brings all forms of architectural and 

design initiatives together, provides networking 

opportunities, and facilitates interactions with 

industry experts. 

D/code 2023 deep dives into what the worlds of 

architecture, design and art are evolving into, ushering 

in the future of design shows with this edition. Steering 

the discourse on what lies ahead, the focus is on 

innovative creations, fresh narratives and shining the 

spotlight on the rising stars of design. 

Enthralling D/isplays 

Inspiring Design D/ebuts 

Enlightening D/iscourses 

Experiential D/iscoveries 

2023 
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It is my pleasure to bring to you the sixth edition 

of D/code, quite literally the country's first and 

(dare I say so myself) finest curated, luxury 

interiors show. I personally think it of as a curtain 

raiser to the future of design shows in our country. 

This time around, we've taken our curatorial bonds to 

the next level with not one or two, but nine curators. 

You see, the ultimate goal is to create a show that all 

of you enjoy spending time and feel at home at. And 

that can be achieved only when you flip the lid and 

tell us what works (and what doesn't) for you. 

With this note, I'd like to wrap all nine of our curators 

in a big bear hug of gratitude, for bearing with our 

constant poking. Annkur, Deepak, Ekta, Rajiv, Maithili, 

Pooja, Vaishali, Hameeda and Aamir, thank you! 

For all the insights, inputs and, of course, your 

precious time! 

To all of you, my visitors, I'd like to say: 

Thankyouforalwayssupportingus. 

It is because of you that we are. 

hope you enjoy your time 

spent with us here at 

D/code.inMumbai. 

RONITAA R. ITALIA 

Editor In Chief 

GoodHomes and Home&Design Trends 
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"The soul of design resides in 

the details, where precision 

meets passion to create 

something extraordinary." 
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"In the world of design, 

every curve and line is a 

brushstroke, painting the 

canvas of functionality with 

the colours of creativity." 



A designer's canvas is not 

limited to space; it extends to 

time, creating pieces 

that stand as timeless 

testaments to the artistry 

of innovation. 



"Design to me is a journey — 

a creative process of 

questioning the norm 

and giving wings to one's 

dreams!" 



"Creativity is the architect, 

design is the blueprint, and 

innovation is the masterpiece 

that emerges from their 

collaboration." 
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"Design is problem-solving 

in a beautiful way." 
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"A well-designed object is 

a conversation between 

simplicity and sophistication, 

where elegance speaks 

louder than complexity." 
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"At reD, perception is king 

and truth is irrelevant." 
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"Design is the silent 

storyteller, crafting narratives 

in the language of 

mindful aesthetics." 



Day 1 

December 01,2023 

11.30am Design Debate 

Urban cityscape development- 

progressive or regressive? 

12.30pm Power Talk 

Smart Windows: 

Shaping the future of design 

2.00pm A Mystery BFF Chal 

Putting communication 

between designers to test 

2.15pm Power Talk 

Innovation of Windows: 

The confluence of privacy 

and transparency 

2.45pm Presentation by 

Experiential Architecture: 

Emotional response to spaces 

4pm Trend: 

(By invitation only) 



Day 2 

December 02,2023 

High-rise vs low-rise buildings 

12.30pm 

Modernising aesthetics vs 

westernising aesthetics 

l.OOpmkg 

(By invitation only) 

2.30pm 

How Al is going to affect 

the future of design 

3.00pm 

Perspective; Is mentorship 

losing its shine? 

3.30pm Classroo The esign 

4.30pm - 5.15pm 

5.30pm 

bating with the Stars of Design 

Couples in Desiqn 

Jenga: Crash landing on you 



WHAT'S 

NEW AT 

D/CODE 

2023 

Design debates 

Speed dating with 

the stars of design 

B FF mystery 

challenge 

Installations by 

students of design 
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corridor 
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At TRENDS, we encourage and showcase 

works of international and Indian architects, interior 

designers and industry-related professionals. 

Now in its ninth year, TRENDS EXCELLENCE 

AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN 

is undeniably India's most sought-after 

design award. Presented by Home & Design 

TRENDS magazine, the awards aim to accolade 

the utmost level of creativity, innovation, originality 

and inspiring practices in the field of Indian 

architecture, interiors and design. 

The categories cover the whole spectrum - 

architecture, interior design, product design and 

landscape design. Our judges define the TRENDS 

Awards each year - and each year we bring forth 

a stellar group of extraordinary individuals who 

have shaped or are shaping the Indian architecture 

and design milieu. If it is not just plain, simple, 

unequivocal excellence of a design practice, then it 

will be out-of-the-box, new thinking that a TRENDS 

judge will look for in the entries. 

Each year, the awards witness a slew of quality 

projects from India's top architecture and design 

firms, and this year has been no different. This 

edition of the awards saw the participation of over 

4500 entries from across India, representing the 

benchmark that has set the standard for design 

discourse in India. 

TRENDS 

EXCELLENCE 

AWA R D S 

FOR ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 



STAMBHS BY 

ASHIESH SHAH 

Renowned architect and artist 

Ashiesh Shah is set to showcase his 

STAMBHS at the central lounge, at 

D/code this year. "STAMBH," meaning 

'pillar' in Hindi, melds traditional 

craftsmanship with contemporary 

expression across twenty-four craft 

regions in India. Inspired by the 

axis mundi, symbolising the earth's 

centre connecting sky and land, the 

Stambhs manifest this concept in three- 

dimensional form, 

embracing minimalism. 

The collection underscores the 

potential of merging traditional skills 

with contemporary artistry. Observing 

forms and utilising dynamic materials, 

this collection pioneers 

novel directions for the future 

of indigenous craft traditions, 

uniting heritage and innovation. 



Natural 

Harmony 

by the students of 

Pearl Academy Mumbai 

In an ever-evolving world, where the 

delicate balance between nature and 

design is often overlooked, 'Natural 

Harmony' stands as an architectural 

installation aiming to rekindle the 

essential connection between the built 

environment and the natural world. 

Conceived as a transformative 

experience, the installation urges 

us to walk hand in hand with nature, 

recognising that every step forward 

in design should be a step towards a 

more sustainable, harmonious future. 



Sustainable 

Future 

by the students of 

Rachana Sansad, Mumbai 

The project emphasises the 

value of sustainable resources 

to safeguard the future of our 

planet. By fusing the fundamental 

elements of Panchamahabhuta - 

Water (Jal), Fire (Agni), Air (Vayu), 

Earth (Prithvi), and Space (Aakash) 

- with the fundamental elements of 

design - Triangle, Square, and Circle 

- these sustainable resources are 

presented as the cornerstone of the 

world in which we live, reiterating 

the principle of 'Back to the Basics' 



The Deep 

Jyoti Stambh 

by architect Ronak Hingarh 

The Deep Jyoti Stambh takes 

inspiration from the ornamental 

and spiritually symbolic structures 

— 'Deepmalas' that adorn the 

Hindu temples of Southern India 

and the spinning prayer wheels in 

Buddhist Monasteries. 
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A to Z Lifestyle 

Whether it is for homes, offices, 

multiplexes, hotels, spas, or gymnasiums, 

A to Z Lifestyle is a one-stop shop for 

interior furnishings 

CONTACT: dg@atozlifestyle.in 

More room for 

living and entertaining 

all year round 
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by 

ROLLEASE 

ACM E DA. 

Australia 

Zipscreen gives you privacy 

and year-round protection 

as well as keeping you safe 

from the elements and insects 

Enhance your living space 

and create an outdoor haven. 

Experience true relaxation and 

comfortable entertainment 

without the time-consuming 

stress and cost of traditional 

renovations. 
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DESIGN 

INNOVATION 

EASY TO 

CONTROL 

Bringing indoor 

entertaining outdoors 

Zipscreen outdoor blinds 
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Alumil 

One of the largest manufacturers of 

architectural aluminium systems globally, 

ALUMIL's offerings are characterised by 

innovation, superior quality and a research- 

driven approach 

CONTACT: t.axouristos@alunnil.com 



andblack Design Studio 

Bringing forth a contemporary appeal and 

sculptural quality, the furniture collection 

by Andblack Design Studio blends Indian 

craftsmanship, material innovations and 

technological applications 

contact: Connect@andblackstudio.com 

andblack 

design studio 

A simple idea made info a simple material is what drives us to 

achieve a symbiosis of digital design and Indian craftsmanship. 

Our products are defined by an aesthetic which is governed 

highly by geometry and parametric design tools which involve 

complex processes; however our original idea, sketch and the 

choice of material of using birch ply remains extremely simple. 

rnVvv 
/ / 1 i m 

#405, abhijyot square, b/h divya bhaskar press, off s.g.highway, makarba, ahemdabad, 380051 

contact us at +91 9054290650 

www.andblackstudio.com 

www.instagram.com/andblackstudio/ 

www.facebook.com/andblackstudio.com/ 



Discover the Artistry 

Step into the world of Art De Rug, where traditional craftsmanship meets avant-garde innovation in the creation of exquisite handmade rugs. 

Our diverse collection showcases masterpieces crafted through meticulous techniques such as hand-knotting, tufting, weaving, and 

loom-crafting. Each rug is a testament to design excellence, using premium materials like New Zealand wool, natural silk, bamboo, and 

more. At Art De Rug, we invite you to embrace the artistry woven into every piece - a fusion of tradition and innovation that transforms your 

space into a canvas of unparalleled elegance. 

Handcrafted Excellence 

Nestled amid the cultural richness of Bhadohi-Mirzapur, Varanasi, the artisanal symphony of Art De Rug unfolds across 30+ looms, skillfully 

orchestrated by a dedicated team of 50+ artisans. Within this cradle of craftsmanship, sustainability takes center stage, with every rug 

meticulously crafted from eco-friendly, biodegradable materials. Each rug, a masterpiece of design and tradition, serves as a testament to 

our unwavering commitment to both the artistry of weaving and environmental consciousness. 

1 
r Meet the Visionaries ^ 
l j ■ ■ 

\ K 

1 

Ashish Mehta 

A rug industry veteran with over three 

decades of experience, Ashish Mehta is a 

visionary leader who sets new standards in 

creativity and quality. His passion for colors 

and commitment to redefining luxury will 

shape Art De Rug's future. 

Dipesh Mehta 

With 25 years in the industry, Dipesh Mehta, 

our esteemed director, combines sales 

expertise with a knack for innovation. His 

dedication to staying ahead in design ensures 

Art De Rug's success, delivering exceptional 

rugs that exceed expectations. 

Rohit Sharma 

Entrepreneur and passionate carpet 

enthusiast, Rohit Sharma's journey began 

in 1991. After diverse ventures, his true 

calling led him back to handmade carpets. 

His lifelong passion fuels Art De Rug's 

commitment to timeless elegance. 

At Art De Rug, we don't just craft rugs; we weave stories, redefine luxury, and transform spaces. 

Loom to heirloom - experience the Art De Rug difference. 

Art De Rug 

Weaving a masterpiece in every rug, 

Art De Rug marries traditional 

craftsmanship with a design-centric flair, 

using an exquisite range of materials to 

create sustainable and unique floor art 

CONTACT: sales@artderug.conn /contact@softliteimpex.com 



Arte 

Arte, the design powerhouse since 1981, 

globally adorns walls with sophisticated 

and eco-friendly wallcoverings that are 

innovatively crafted and represented in 

India by Softlite Impex Pvt Ltd 

CONTACT: amehta@softliteinnpex.conn 
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wallcoverings for the ultimate in refinement 

Softlite Impex Pvt Ltd 

Unit No. 204, Maplle-Morya Classic, Plot No. B-18, Off New Link Road, Near Infinity Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053. 

Email: contact@softliteimpex.com | Tel: 022 61517052 

arte-international.com 



Aura Art 

Aura Art stands as India's artistic 

maestro, orchestrating the symphony 

of the Indian art market's growth 

CONTACT: harmeet(5)auraart.in 

Aura Art assists in building, managing 

and exiting collections 

Visit Aura Art Gallery in Worli to acquire 

collectible paintings and sculptures of artists of caliber, 

besides availing services for documenting, valuing, insuring 

and restoring your collection 
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ArtXnfra 

SOLUTIONS 

India's leading 

Art Solutions provider 

Harmeet Singh Sethi . Rishiraj Singh Sethi 

+91 93288 77000 n Uf" H ART +91 98203 45740 

harmeet@auraart.in Aura Art Ga||eryi Ground F|00ri Un|t No ^ jy industrial Estate rishiraj@auraart.in 

www.auraart.in SK Ahire Marg, Worli, Mumbai 400 030 www.artinfrasolutions.com 
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baaya 

ARTFUL SPACES 

www.baayadesign.com 

Elevate Your Homes With A Touch Of India's Opulent Artisanal Heritage 

MUMBAI EXPERIENCE GENTRE 

A-Prathamesh Tower, Raghuvanshi Mills, 

Lower Parel (West), Mumbai - 400013. 

+91 89284 20056, +91 98205 90768 

T 

■: 

Scan for our Catalogues 

Baaya Design 

Pioneering transformative interiors 

with bespoke art, Baaya Design blends 

heritage crafts with avant-garde concepts, 

garnering prestigious design accolades for 

captivating narratives in diverse projects 

CONTACT: swati(5)baayadesign.com 



BAB Leather 

Crafting elegance sustainably, BAB 

Leather exports the world's finest leathers 

with customisable allure, shaping the 

future of luxury craftsmanship globally 

CONTACT: sales(g)bableather.conn 
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LEATHER | FURNITURE | AUTOMOTIVE | LIFESTYLE 

Shaping The Future of Luxury Craftsmanship 

Bab Group, a fourth-generation leather manufacturing company based across Dubai and India is a champion of ethical 

craftsmanship. Rooted in tradition, BAB Leather exports some of the world's finest leathers to 30+ countries. With a 

4,00,000 sqft monthly capacity, their tanning units specialize in Aniline Waxy and Pull-up leathers. Since 2008, BAB Living, 

their furniture unit, showcases BAB leather's elegance in showrooms across locations, offering customizable furniture, 

reflecting an unwavering commitment to elegance. 
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ALCANTARA8 

HJORT 

KNUDSEN 

Epitomizing timeless elegance, each 

BAB Group product echoes a deep 

commitment to quality, tradition, and 

innovation. With a global presence, 

diverse product range, and strategic 

collaborations, BAB Group continues 

to shape the craftsmanship 

landscape, ensuring its legacy 

endures across generation. 

BAB Group's commitment 

extends globally, particularly in 

luxury hospitality projects. Its 

significant collaboration with 

Alcantara, a premier Italian brand, 

ensures a pan-India dealership, 

positioning BAB Group as a 

leading provider in the industry. 

Reinforcing its dedication to 

quality, BAB Group holds an 

exclusive tie-up with Hjort 

Knudsen, a Danish furniture brand 

known for comfort since 1973. 

This collaboration solidifies BAB 

Group's position as a leader in 

delivering high-quality furniture 

solutions. 

V»+91 90428 83238 | # www.bab1945.com | ©bableather 



Bharat Floorings and Tiles 

Seamlessly blending tradition with innovation, 

BFT crafts bespoke cement floorings that are not 

just visually stunning but also enduring, and are 

recognised for their timeless elegance across 

iconic spaces worldwide 

CONTACT: info@bharatfloorings.conn 
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YOUR FOREVER FLOORING 100YEAPS 

SEAMLESS, TIMELESS, 

ELEGANCE. 

Our seamless and durable Epoxy Terrazzo flooring, a visually 

stunning and customisablejoint-free finish for residential spaces 

enhancing the overall aesthetic of a residence in Mumbai 

captured by Studio Kunal Bhatia. 

CENTURY OF MAKING DESIGNER FLOORINGS 

With a reputation spanning 100 years, Bharat Floorings & Tiles is regarded as a leader in custom-made cement flooring. Customers 

trust the brand for its superior quality, inviting the company into their daily lives and creating cherished memories for generations of 

office and homeowners. 

Our commitment to hand craftsmanship produces bespoke and unique products that can become treasured family heirlooms. Each 

cement tile is handcrafted, one at a time, using mineral pigments. Once cast by the artisan, the tile is cured in water for a specified 

period, then air-dried before being shipped. 

To create your story, drop into our showroom or visit us online. We have showrooms located in 

Mumbai | Delhi | Ahmedabad | Vadodara | Goa | Bengaluru | Hyderabad | Rune 

Bharat Floorings & Tiles (Mumbai) Pvt Ltd. 32, Mumbai Samachar Marg, Next To BSE, Fort, Mumbai 400023 

T: +91 22 40574400/23/44 | E: info(a)bharatfloorings.com | W: www.bharatfloorings.com I 0 bharatfloorings | f BharatFloors 
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Chesterfield Furniture 

Chesterfield embodies a fusion of style, 

innovation, and craftsmanship, delivering 

furniture that marries exquisite materials, 

patented technology, and elegant finishes for 

unparalleled comfort and enduring functionality 

CONTACT: info@thechesterfieldfurniture.com 

CHESTERFIELD 

FURNITURE 
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Express your personal style 

with our made to order 

furnishings. 

+91 - 7021086849 

[g] chesterfield_designs 

ft Raghuvanshi Mills, 

Lower Parel 



Conifur 

Conifur renders custom furniture 

offerings, drawing upon skilled design 

expertise and a flexible approach, with an 

aim to infuse a sense of personal touch 

and inimitable attributes to the pieces 

^ CONTACT: https://www.conifur.in/ 

Crafting 

I 

Elegance 

r 

PL 

Coni ui 

A CRAFTED LIVING 

Website: www.conifuun 

Email: info.conifur@gmaiLcom 

Surat: A/2, Behind Shivaji Park, Jamnanagar, 

near Ram Chowk, Surat, Gujarat, 395007 i 

Ahmedabad : 414, Gala Magnus, app. Safal Parishar 

South Bopal, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380058 
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Decor Story 

Decor Story offers a range of 

bespoke handcrafted furniture, 

lighting, homeware, and art, that 

fuses authenticity with luxury 

CONTACT: siddharth@decor-story.com 
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Fabrics & 

'attcoverinq. 

V *1^^/^^^)22-49103000^ 

Raghuvanshl Mansion^ Raghuvansht Mill Compound 

^ 11/12 Senapati Bapat Marg3 

Lower PareL west, Mumbai- 400012 
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Elementto 

Elementto Lifestyle offers a wide range of 

interior lifestyle products from leading European 

manufacturers, including wallcoverings, fabrics, 

and exclusive Versace collections 

CONTACT: info@elementto.in 



Esvee Atelier 

Esvee defines a mindful aesthetic with 

conscious minimalism, weaving together 

innovation, sustainability, and top-notch quality 

CONTACT: keerthi@esveeatelier.conn, tanishka@esveeatelier.com 



Eternia 

Eternia, the newest addition to Hindalco's 

(Aditya Birla Group) product lineup, 

represents India's pioneering WiWA© tested 

and certified windows crafted from the 

innovatively developed Duranium™ alloy 

CONTACT: nehal.bazari@adityabirla.com 

Imagine windows 

not walls 
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Windows that keep noise out, 

and let inspiration in. 

WiWAs Protection 

At Eternia, we believe windows have the power to inspire, influence and help you create beautiful things, 

All from the sanctuary of your home, That's why our windows come with a unique WiWA scoring system 

that lets you select windows depending on your needs, Whether noise or dust pollution, our windows let 

nothing disturb your moment of creation, Just imagine! 

Scan to 
know more 

*.1© +91 97699 40000 www.eterniawindows.com 
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properties. These are the cornerstones 

that inspire and guide his design 

research. 
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For over Fantini has been 

designing and manufacturing innovative 

products that have led the company to 

be the international point of reference 

for the evolution of design in its sector. 

  WE ARE AVAILABLE AT   

MUMBA! | PUNE | HYDERABAD | BENGALURU | KOLKATA 

C HENNA I | TIRUPPUR | CO IM BAT ORE | MY SURD 

  SOON AT   

DELHI I AHMEDABAD | CHANDIGARH 1 COCHIN 

Fantini 

With over 70 years of conceiving inventive 

designs, Fantini stands as the international 

reference in taps and household goods 

CONTACT: venkat@fantiniindia.com 



Fima Carlo Frattini 

Pioneering faucets and plumbing 

accessories for over 50 years, 

Fima Carlo Frattini blends innovation, 

quality, and design with an enduring 

legacy of excellence 

CONTACT: aman.anand(Q)fimacf.in 

follow me 

O® ® ® O 

fima CARLO FRATTINI 

SO 

THE EVOLUTION OF A MIXER REVISITED 

WITH A JaS Ml W1 Al' I TWIST 
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INTERNATIONAL 

Audio Video Distrib u t i o n 

f FOCAL 

% LISTEN BEYOND naim 

©+91022 22619292 / 9619222092 info@akintemational.co 

M MONSTER 

www.akinternational.co 

FOCAL STORES § BENGALURU § DELHI § MUMBAI 2 RUNE 
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AK international - Distributors 

for Focal Naim India 

Focal by AK International provides premium 

home audio and video solutions, particularly 

cutting-edge home theatre systems, 

focusing on setting new standards in quality, 

aesthetics, and performance 

CONTACT: aamir@akinternational.com 



FORMICA 
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Curmehar, Level-3, A-12, Ring Road, 

South Extension 1, New Delhi -110049 

formicaindia 

www.formica-india.com 

□ □ 

□ 

Formica 

As the powerhouse behind FENIX and 

DecoMetal, Formica brings unparalleled 

surface solutions to elevate every 

environment 

CONTACT: nisha.sharma@formica.com 



Grandeur Interiors 

A premier destination for luxury kitchens, 

wardrobes, and furniture that seamlessly 

blends Italian and German craftsmanship, 

Grandeur offers an unmatched experience 

with a backing of over 25 years of expertise 

CONTACT: shubhamyadav@grandeurinteriors.conn 

grandeur 

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF SUCCESS 
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12,000 INSTALLATIONS ACROSS 40+ CITIES 

grandeurinteriors.com 



HSC Designs 

With innovation and sustainability 

at the core, HSC Designs redefines 

spaces globally with experiential 

solutions and transforms construction 

waste into stylish furniture 

CONTACT: hiloni(Q)hsc-designs.com 

Extended Lounge - A biomorphic sculptural 

lounger, crafted with organic & subtle art 

forms, designed for an outdoor lawn anthro- 

pometrically. 
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Tri-can - The pro- 

duct is a beautifully 

ture is a practical and 

stylish solution for or- 

ganising your writing 

instruments. 

vase - This product 

serves a vase 

directions, adding a 

touch of creativity to 

the functionality of 

the design. The vase 

is a must-have for art 

enthusiasts and co- 

Duoton_e- A contou- 

red contrast of black 

and yellow creating a 

clear disctinction of 

the functional and 

the visual aspects of 

the sculptural illumi- 

naire. The dynamic 

form adds up to its 

identity. 

Re-Tree - This is envisioned as a contempo- 

rary take on traditional kids tree house. Inspi- 

red from branching patterns and sub patterns 

of a tree. 
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Re-Crete - .4/1 outc/oor furniture made from 

scaffolding of recycled and re-generated con- 

crete & a smorgasbord of different scrap mate- 

rials, making them into terrazzo & china 

mosiac pattern- 
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Tint_y- This product 

is a vibrant lamp 

made of different 

colors of acrylic. The 

sculpture features a 

combination of red, 

green, and blue hues, 

creating a visually 

striking piece. 

1600 ml - The Wine 

bottle keeper is to 

provide an aestheti- 

cally pleasing and 

functional way to dis- 

play wine bottles. 

Design onsideration 

of visual appeal that 

can enhance the am- 

biance of a wine 

cellar, kitchen, or 

dining area. 



Indoline 

A trailblazer in modular furniture since 1989, 

Indoline redefines craftsmanship by offering 

custom solutions, mass production, and 

environmental consciousness, making furniture 

not just functional but also sustainable 

CONTACT: annin(a)hiline.in 
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Address: Shop No. 14, Dr Elijah Moses Road, Opp. Mahalaxmi Station, 

Next To Jaya Motors, Royal Western India Turf Club, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400034 

indoline.in 
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ELEVATE SPACES WITH OUR 

BEAUTIFUL WALLPAPERS. 
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Website 

ttps://innovationwallpaper.com 

Contact: 09821414552 | +91 22 4778 3345 | +91 22 4015 5735 
r^r^rmi hm ^ _ 

lltlNfibvATioNWALLPAPER | in innovation-wallpaper | f innovationwallpaper 

Innovation 

Innovation has been a leading distributor and 

importer specialising in contract and residential 

wallcoverings for over 15 years, offering a diverse 

range, including vinyl, textile, and speciality 

wallcoverings from renowned global brands 

CONTACT: shyamlull@yahoo.conn, info@innovationwallpaper.com 
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Jaipur Rugs 

Founded in 1978, Jaipur Rugs has grown into 

a global force, empowering artisans through 

handmade carpets that blend rural artistry 

with international markets, and featuring 

diverse collections crafted from premium 

materials 

CONTACT: communication(g)jaipurrugs.com 
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ON HANDMADE RUGS 

SHIPPING 

Shop online & Stores 

www.jaipurrugs.com 
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jaiput tugs 

Ahmedabad | Bangalore | Chennai | Delhi | Hyderabad | Jaipur | Mumbai | Surat 
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KEPH is a Lifestyle Product design studio which offers a multi-disciplinary 

portfolio playing around with the nuances of Experiential design. The studio 

came into existence in 2018 with a vision to explore the world of design that 

pushes all limits of unconventionality. Paving way to build a legacy of the 

unseen in an era of Pinterest inspired lookalikes, each piece is completely 

handmade with utmost attention to detail and artistry, making it an ideal 

addition to your space enhancing the experience which was once mundane. 

KEPH offers a wide umbrella of product categories spread across lighting, 

home decor, furniture, stationery until our creative sesnces start tickling again. 

\r 
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studio 

® www.kephdesign.com 

© (g)keph. design, studio 

9737950410/8460880919 

O kephdesignstudio(g)gmail.com 

KEPH Design Studio 

With a flair for urban storytelling and 

a commitment to slow living, KEPH 

redefines the design game, breaking 

free from norms to create memorable 

experiences through every piece 

CONTACT: kephdesignstudio@gmail.conn 
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Klay Store 

Klay Store offers a curated selection of cutting- 

edge products from leading European tile and 

sanitaryware brands, providing exclusive and 

tailor-made solutions to create spaces aligned 

with global design trends 

CONTACT: business@klaystore.conn 



Kuche? 

Kuche? elevates the art of kitchen design 

with a revolutionary approach, pioneering 

food-grade stainless steel solutions that 

transcend traditional norms and render 

durability and elegance 

CONTACT: shahid@kuche7.conn 

kuche 

STAINLESS STEEL 

MODULAR KITCHENS 

WARDROBES 

VANITY UNITS 
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Masterpieces crafted out of 

304 Food Grade Stainless Steel 
A lifetime solution, 

to all your kitchen 

problems 

Your success deserves a Kuche celebration 

Every KUche' kitchen is pest-free and comes with 

a lifetime warranty unrivalled durability topped 

with smart functions. 

Our Presence: 

Mumbai - Fort - Andheri | Ahnnedabad | Surat | Vadodara | Bengaluru ! Jaipur | Coimbatore 

Chandigarh j Dubai | Hyderabad | Delhi | Indore | Kolkata | Pune j Rajkot [ Raipur | Cochin 

s 

a 

2nd Floor, Waziri Manzil 16 Manohardas Road, 

Modi St. Fort, Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400001, 
Call Now: +91 98177 76776 | www.kuche7.com 



Founded in 2004, KYNKYNY is 

dedicated to making Indian art 

globally accessible through a curated 

collection, online gallery, and support 

for emerging and established artists 

. CONTACT: contact(g)kynkyny.com 

KYNKYNY 

ART 

GALLERY 
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CONTEMPORARY INDIAN ART SINCE 2004 

(5) kynkyny.com 

1 +91 63665 59090 

o art@)kynkyny.conn 

9 KYNKYNY Art Gallery, 104 Embassy Square, 148 Infantry Road, Bangalore - 560001, India 



Morbiwalas 

Morbiwalas pioneers affordable, fully 

customised modular kitchens, wardrobes, 

and artistic glassworks, offering unique 

finishes and innovative designs for 

contemporary interiors 

CONTACT: info(Q)morbiwalas.com 

LUXURY WARDROBES 

  — — 

_ . 

■ 

Morbiwalas 

Kitchen & Wardrobe 

HIGHLIGHTS OF MODULAR WARDROBE 

Customised as Space Available I Can be dismantled & Refitted I 21 days Delivery 

5 Years Warranty I German Hardware Solution I ISI Mark Marine Ply Carcass 

Soft Close Drawer Solution I Machine Pressed Factory Fitted I More than 100 Finishes As Per Choice 

No Carpentary Work on Site Except for Installation I Smooth Finishing with Matching Edge Bands 

Studio: Vile Parle (W) Email: info@morbiwalas.com Mobile: +91-98200 58838, +91-99301 13659 



Make a window 

with style 

Available At All Leading Furnishing Fabric Showrooms 

Designer Blinds | Curtain Tracks | Motorised Curtains | Outdoor Blinds 
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 JAPAN  

Premium Curtain Rails & Blinds CURTAIN SYSTEMS 

- 

E: nbtproject@nbtcurtainsystems.com 

W: www.nbtcurtainsystems.com 

PH: +22 49703362 

NBT Curtains 

Rooted in innovation since 1945, NBT is a 

pioneering force in the furnishing industry, 

introducing revolutionary products like 

Curtain Tapes and Roman Blind Systems, 

with a growing network of over 500 

showrooms and a focus on sustainability 

CONTACT: jyotika(Q)nbtcurtainsystems.com 



Porta Finestra Design 

Porta Finestra Design offers elegant 

doors, windows, partitions, retractable 

roofing and shading systems that 

enhance value for upscale residences, 

villas and luxury spaces 

CONTACT: info@portafmestra.conn 

PORTA FINESTRA 

Elegance In Simplicity 

TAKE A GOOD LOOK 

B 

■ \ 

\ 
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FRAME RO 

MINIMAL SLIDING DOORS 

MINIMAL DOORS, WINDOWS, PARTITIONS & RETRACTABLE ROOFS 

@portafinestradesign www.portafinestra.cominfo@portafinestra.com 



Purple Patch Studio 

Purple Patch Studio specialises in crafting 

customised designer curtains and bed 

stories, offering a curated range of rich 

fabrics and unique design techniques for a 

personalised touch in interiors worldwide 

CONTACT: info@purplepatchstudio.conn 



Radha Patel 

Radha Patel, an award-winning sculptor and 

muralist, expertly navigates materials like steel 

and ceramic to create versatile and acclaimed 

artworks, embodying a philosophy of continuous 

learning and growth in her artistic journey 

CONTACT: info.radhapatel@gmail.com 



RITZLANE 

Ritzlane, an outdoor furniture brand based in 

Vadodara, Gujarat, elevates outdoor living with 

its commitment to superior craftsmanship 

and quality, bringing comfort and elegance to 

homes, resorts, and hospitality settings 

CONTACT: info(a)ritzlane.in 
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Shruti truly is an extraordinary artist, 

showcasing her exceptional talent in 

crafting unique, multi-dimensional artworks 

through the innovative process of upcycling 

paper. Her intricate hand-sculpted forms, 

imbued with delicate strength, evoke a 

sense of nature's beauty. Inspired by 

writers, poets, and dancers, she skillfully 

weaves positive visualizations of textures, 

colors, and forms, allowing her art to guide 

her through life's various phases. 

Not only does her art reflect her personality 

and passion, but it also establishes a deep 

connection with her customers. With two 

decades of expertise in the field of art, Shruti's 

mastery over textures and colors breathes life 

into every piece she creates. Her creativity 

knows no bounds, as she consistently 

introduces fresh and innovative concepts. Her 

visionary outlook enables her to transform her 

ideas into true masterpieces, ensuring her 

customers' satisfaction at every stage of the 

creative process 

u What excites me is that every artwork 

I create is the soul of the spaceV 
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Shruti Jhaveri Art 

Connect with us: 

shrutijhaveriart@gmail.com | shrutijhaveri.com 
Follow us on (5): ■ 

Shruti Jhaveri 

Shruti Jhaveri's ecologically sustainable 

method of creating nature-inspired sculptures 

is unique and an inspiration to many 

CONTACT: shrutijhaveriart@gmail.conn 



Smartsters 

A brand dedicated to crafting imaginative 

and ergonomic furniture for children's 

spaces, Smartsters ensures the comfort, 

safety, and developmental needs of kids 

aged 3 to 13 

CONTACT: bhavna.agrawal(a)smartsters.in 

Furniture and Decor // 

Designed for Childhood 
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SCAN TO EXPLORE 

Smartsters 

FURNITURE & DECOR DESIGNED FOR KIDS 

Smartsters.in | (j[| (O) @smQrtstersofficiQl ^ A? "i a 

beds & bunks study storages mattresses home accessories 



Sthetix In Stone 

Based in Mumbai, Sthetix In Stone 

specialises in crafting stunning marble pieces 

for homes and projects, seamlessly blending 

traditional nuances with contemporary design 

CONTACT: sthetixinmarble@gmail.conn, uday.pasricha@gmail.com 

Sandstone base & top with Udht through brown 

/marble base inspired & wrapped in untidy sandle ties. 
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Akaash Ganga 

Kavya Roop Series | e'S" dia 

Poetry is second to music in the hierarchy of the six royal arts, and is a very profound medium of 

expression of human emotions. With an abundance of literature from many learned people that 

have contributed to our rich heritage, their expression of their knowledge, it is essential for us to 

take reference of this treasure and make it available to the masses in a visual form, so that it can 

be sensed and inspire them to work towards their enlightenment, evolution and growth. It is 

with this intent that Kavya roop series has been created. 

^ wr sfe aw ^ f^^w sn^^rafsrtM eiicT 3fra5T8RPTT Wte rjft eM w 

SfldlfifcT fl 

^ +91 99099 07939 

S studiosmitamoksh@gmail.com 

(tf) @studiosmitamoksh 

Studio Smitamoksh 

Studio Smitamoksh in Sanand, Ahmedabad, 

led by the inventive duo Smita and Moksh, is a 

vibrant creative haven committed to conscious 

design inspired by nature's harmony, positive 

emotions and skilled craftsmanship 

CONTACT: studiosmitamoksh@gmail.com 



Studio Works is a detail-driven furniture design practice that aims to 

forge innovations that are loyal to their process. As a contemporary 

Indian practice, our hands are deep in the context and the culture that 

impacts human activities around the furniture and in turn subtly 

informs our design decisions. 

^ htt ps://stu d iowo rks.co.i n/ 

(p) studioworks.design 

[] Contact - 9638882388 

H studioworksahmedabad@gmail.com 

Studio works 

Crafting furniture that intertwines comfort, 

innovation, and environmental consciousness, 

Studio Works stands as a detail-driven design 

practice that creates contemporary, adaptive 

pieces rooted in Indian culture and context 

CONTACT: studioworksahmedabad@gmail.com 
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I nimitable craftsmanship, highest quality, and 

impeccable finishing are the highlights of these rugs which 

sport motifs inspired by the English chintz, Jacobean, and 

tulip flowers. Crafted with as many as 20 colors that are 

meticulously woven using specialized techniques like the 

space dyeing technique, these rugs are made from 100% 

wool and viscose. The colors used are watercolors that 

seamlessly merge into one another to create a floating 

effect and an embossed texture. 

www.thebiueknotcom info@thebtueknotcom + 91 92190 56582 

The Blue Knot 

The Blue Knot, an integrated home solutions 

company, merges skilled craftsmanship 

with sustainable practices to deliver rugs 

that double up as functional works of art, 

each one unique in its aesthetic appeal 

CONTACT: swasti(g)champocarpets.com 



The Stone Casa 

Infusing spaces with timeless 

elegance and natural allure, The Stone 

Casa, established in 1979, stands as 

a premier manufacturer specialising 

in handmade cement tiles, terrazzo, 

and Indian natural stones 

CONTACT: www.stonecasa.com 
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THE STONE CASA 

Wc DriM^ Life Stone 

Ace your style in 

TILES 



Unilights 

Embodying a commitment to sustainability 

and a vision to be India's premier LED lighting 

conglomerate, Unilights combines cutting- 

edge innovation and human expertise to 

deliver globally acclaimed lighting solutions 

CONTACT: kavishmoriani@gmail.com and www.unilights.co 
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BANARAS 

Veaves 

Ingrained with a commitment to revive the 

art of hand-weaving, Veaves masterfully 

celebrates heritage and reintroduces it into 

the fabric of everyday life 

CONTACT: support(g)veaves.in 
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15F Shree Laxmi Pooja Co-op. Soc. Ltd., 

Laxmi Ind. Est., New Link Road, 

Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400 053. INDIA. 

Mobile: +91 89288 12523 I Office: 22-4923 2252 

E-mail: sales(g)veneto.co.in I Website: www.veneto.co.m 

Follow us on : venetojndia / (7) (i)s 
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VENETD 

WARDROBES & MORE 

VENETO 

Veneto by CNR has witnessed a steady 

and impressive growth with international 

collaborations, delivering exclusive architectural 

solutions for glass, wood, modular wardrobes, 

kitchens, and office partitions 

CONTACT: shamini.palrecha(a)cnr.net.in 



Venzo Wood 

Known for premium veneers, Venzo Wood 

stands out for its commitment to quality and 

design innovation, redefining elegance in 

cladding and setting trends for the future 

CONTACT: abhay(Q)venzowood.com 
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Barollo 

Leaf 

Re-design your living space 

Install on corners and walls, throws air upto 14 feet 

Teak wood fan blades, customisable motor colours 

3 axis movement* maximises coverage 

Custom made to order 

0*H •** • 

(•) 
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Designer fans from the house of TULLU green. 

Handmade in India since 1960. 
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* Refer to brochure for more detail 

www.wi nd mi I If a ns.com 

+91 9935000995 

Scan QRcode for dealers across India 

Windmill Fans 

Crafted from a legacy of manufacturing 

expertise, Windmill Fans stands as an 

eminent designer brand, showcasing 

meticulous fan designs and an 

unwavering commitment to quality, 

innovation, and performance 

CONTACT: info@windmillfans.com 



World of Stones 

As an exporter and supplier of quality natural 

stones and stone crafts, World of Stones is 

recognised for its global presence, unmatched 

quality and an extensive product range that 

includes landscaping stones, luxurious wall 

coverings, and customised designs 

CONTACT: tarun@worldofstones.com 
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World of Stones' 

LlV^ (aJIT+V KJArUrZ-C 

FLOORING | WALLCOVERING | LANDSCAPING | FACADE | STONE CRAFTS 

NEW DELHI I MUMBAI I BENCALURU I AHMEDABAD I LUDHIANA I CHENNAI I KOCHI I HYDERABAD 

ankita@worldofstones.com tarun@worldofstones.com 

+91 98290 37772 +91 98711 37772 

INDIA 

www.wo r I d ofsto nes.com 

USA 

www.wo r I d ofsto nesusa.com 

UK 

www.globalstonepaving.co.uk 

Scan the QR Code to 

connect with us. 



CO DO 

Curator's Note 

Design is meaningless if not designed 

with intention. It should be thoughtful 

and have the power to connect with 

you, me and everyone in between. The 

Designers' Corridor is an exploration and 

extension of this thought. 

When planning the context and content 

for this space, I was drawn to the potent 

storytelling of practices that stray away 

from the expected and have the vision to 

recognise that a chair can be more than 

just a chair or a lamp can be more than 

just a bearer of light. 

With great pride, we bring you 

The Designers' Corridor, a celebration of 

products that emphasise functionality 

while bringing the fun into the 'fun'ctional. 

Avril Noel D'souza 

Managing Editor 



A Clay Story 

Earthy, rustic and functional, A Clay 

Story's creations draw the eye due to their 

inherent simplicity and artisanal allure. 

Founder Anumita Jain expresses the 

power of the handcrafted through each 

of her decor and tableware products, 

celebrating the little imperfections that 

give them a distinctive touch. 

Bloon Toys 

Bloon Toys' offerings seek to encourage 

creative exploration among kids. Keeping 

the forms minimalistic, the toys are 

designed using responsibly sourced natural 

materials in a way that compels kids to 

engage with them in diverse ways, fostering 

learning in the most intuitive way possible... 

through play. Come, experience the world of 

joyful exploration and curiosity through the 

eyes of the little ones! 



Harshita Jhamtam 

Mumbai-based architect and designer 

Harshita Jhamtani's works take on 

an intuitive approach, rendering her 

creations an organic formal language. Her 

handcrafted lighting collections and decor 

offerings often draw upon a sculptural 

quality, imbuing each piece with a subtle 

and timeless appeal. Prepare to be awed! 

MuseMART 

Step into MuseMART's world of boundless 

imagination where quirky ideas materialise 

into tangible pieces through deft design 

resolutions. It is the product design vertical 

of creative duo Huzefa Rangwala and 

Jasem Pirani's design firm MuseLAB. Each 

object, light and furniture integrates skilled 

craftsmanship and painstaking detailing to 

deliver that element of surprise and whimsy! 



Studio Aurawala 

Established by Anil Jain, Studio Aurawala 

is a Mumbai-based studio that specialises 

in creating bespoke handmade furniture 

and lighting pieces. With a strong belief 

in championing the #vocalforlocal cause, 

the team works alongside skilled native 

artisans to bring their ideas to life, with 

materiality taking centre-stage in all their 

product lines. 

Yasanche by 

Yashesh Virkar 

With a highly textural and tactile appeal, 

Yasanche's furniture pieces bear 

artistic nuances and are anything but 

conventional. Conceived by designer 

Yashesh Virkar, the collections reveal keen 

attention to detail and an intensive design 

process where each product undergoes 

several iterations to perfect the form. 



ESCAPE 

ROOMS 

Be transported into a world 

where every detail tells a story... 

— Onedot6 

Speak of soulful design 

that charges the 

imagination, and there 

can be only one label 

that comes to mind. 

Onedot6 takes us on 

a wonderful journey 

where design transcends 

the ordinary, bringing 

us evocative, sensual 

and mindful narratives. 

This Escape Room by 

Hameeda and Aamir 

Sharma captures the 

vibrant and edgy pulse of 

modern India at its best. 



ROOMS 

—Sokka — 

Tableware 

Brought to us by 

the indomitable 

Sravanya Rao 

Pittee, this Escape 

Room blurs the 

boundaries with 

high-octave art 

by the modern 

masters of 

Indian design 

and everyday 

luxury living. 

Sravanya's label, 

Sokka Tableware 

is beautifully 

integrated into 

the overall design 

scheme, making it 

the definitive take 

on livable art. 

-Toi Haus- 

Toi Haus, founded 

by Chandni Mathur 

and Nikhil Kapur, 

centres around the 

mantra 'Ordinary 

is boring'. 

Their passion 

transforms 

everyday items 

into limited 

edition sensory 

masterpieces, 

drawing 

inspiration 

from cherished 

childhood toys. 

Step into a 

realm where art 

and emotion 

unite, rewriting 

the rules of the 

extraordinary. 
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